Student Recital

Sunday, November 14, 2021 | 5:30 p.m.
Hahn Recital Hall

CARDINAL TROMBONE QUARTET
Connor Granlund, trombone
Bradley Ziegelmaier, trombone
Andrew Huffman, trombone
Stuart MacKenzie, bass trombone

Quartet for Trombones ........................................ Leslie Bassett (1923–2016)

Tiger Rag.............................................................. Eddie Edwards (1891–1963)
arr. Jack Gale

Achieved is the Glorious Work ..................... Franz Joseph Haydn (1732–1809)

Suite of Lieder....................................................... Franz Schubert (1797–1828)
  I. Lob der Einsamkeit
  II. Gab und Mond
  III. Widerspruch

That’s A-Plenty .................................................... Lew Pollack (1895–1946)
arr. Jack Gale

The Cardinal Trombone Quartet is coached by Chris Van Hof.
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